




Concept
Promoting an unexpected experience for people to travel 
in our tour collection. The use of branding and a set of 
print material to explain the unique interactive journey to 
the audience to try the experience. 

Creative Strategy
Travel industry is a compeitive firm as people tend to 
enjoy new and interactive tour experience with a lot of 
freedom. Instead of joining tour guide, audiences like to 
travel alone and take challenges. The tour we provided 
was to guide users to travel somewhere that interested to 
them and willing to following our guide for a better tour. 

Direction + Design 
The design is information based and atrractive enough 
for audience to be interested into the tour. A feeling of 
luxury, professional, and interactive for people to join. 

Media 1: Tour Brochure
A promotional brochure to inform audiences about 
the upcoming tours to choose from. It has to include 
photography of the locations and basic detail of the tour.

Media 2: Package
The sample package as an simplified version for the 
users to understand the main concept for the brand and 
the six different tours. 

Software

Awol
Expert
promotional package
brochure design

in xdai

Design Objective
Awol Expert is a unique traveling path for guests that 
want to experience the unusual and unshown place of 
the world. With a personal tour guide that will bring our 
guest on different excursions. By exploring the Awol 
extreme tours to any six different zones in the world. 
The six categories of theme zones: water, sand, air, ice, 
space, and fire. A customized tour to let people go on a 
path and see the unseen. The project needs to create 
promotional material that introduces the tours to our 
potential clients.

Based on the concept of extreme tour travel, the brochure 
is categorized into six chapters and each about a theme 
zone. For instance, the first chapter is about the topic, 
water. Based on the theme, those pages will introduce 
the unique travel spot related to sea, lake, or river, like 
the underwater museum tour.

Solution
In order to promote the new tour collection of the company,    
there would be a need to create a new branding identitiy  
and a whole set of promotional material for sales and 
emploeer to introduce the program.

Target Audience
Pescetarian aged between 20 - 50. People who are 
interested in challenging situation and solve those 
problem. They had high salaries and overwhelming income 
for travel.  

Psychographic
Group of people who travel a lot and wanted to see new and 
hidden locations for an inovative experience. They value 
the excitement in challening issue and love socializing 
with people around them.



Logo Sketches 

logo
As the brand logo, it would be better if the logo used 
the “A” or the whole name “AWOL” as the monogram 
of the brand. It created a stright connection from 
the logo to the brand itself and brought a public 
recognition to the company.

Problem
As the logo aimed for upper high market, it had to 
be elegant and luxurise in some ways. The logo 
here lack of power as a tour company and could 
not match the marketing need. 



Undersea

An exclusive space to experience the soundless and excitement in a 
luxuriant adventure in the sea, under the water. Surrounded by the 
natural creatures,  sculptures, and witnessing the real-life history. The 
opportunity of owning a private island for days and circulated with 
unexpected surprised in the paradise.  

subaqueous breathing 

Living underwater in a personal shell

Undersea
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mandy@awolexpertise.com
912.343.3482

www.awolexpertise.com

Sailing the British Virgin Islands 
Tortola to Tortola

Day 1 Tortola/British Virgin Islands
Meet your group at an early afternoon meeting at 
Hodges Creek on Tortola Island before boarding the 
catamaran and get some information.

Meet the skipper, and head to a local shop to 
purchase food, water and snack items for the boat as 
part of the food kitty you will contribute to. Hop on 
deck to enjoy lunch aboard. Anchor in the evening, 
following dinner.

On our BVI sailing trip the G Adventures Skipper/
CEO will help you make a food kitty, where $80USD 
per person, per week will be added to the kitty 
for small food items on board to cover breakfasts, 
lunches and the odd dinner.

Breakfasts and lunches are prepared by yourself, and 
most dinners are taken ashore at local restaurants.

Arrival Day
Begin your adventure today. There are no planned 
activities so feel free to explore or rest up for the 
excitement ahead.

Welcome aboard! Before setting sail meet the 
skipper and the rest of the group at a welcome 
meeting. Your skipper should be easy to spot in a G 
Adventures shirt or with a G Adventures flag at the 
skipper table.

Little Jost Van Dyke Island
Spend some quality time on Jost Van Dyke, one of 
the smallest populated islands in the BVIs that will 
be sure to make a big impression. Grab a drink at the 
famous 'Soggy Dollar' Bar before lunch on board. Opt 
to go hiking or join the skipper at the famous Willie T 
Floating bar. A day at Jost Van Dyke is a day in paradise. 

It's hard to go wrong!

Anegada Island
If the winds are right sail to the last of the British Virgin 
Islands. Anegada is surrounded by white sandy beaches 
and unlike the other islands it does not have any 
volcanic mountains on it, making it very unique. Rent a 
bike and cycle around the island. Visit Cow Reck beach 
and bar and look out at the sea and admire the many 
shades of blue.

Cooper Island
Snorkel around Cooper Island and marvel at the marine 
life including majestic sea turtles. Visit the local 
microbrewery on the island and have a look through 
the shop to pick up a souvenir.

Day 7 British Virgin Islands/Tortola
Following breakfast, return back to Hodge Creek Marina 
to disembark the boat around midday.

Departure Day (Activities)
Depart on arrival to your final destination. Your CEO can 
help with any onward travel arrangements you require.

Days 2–6 British Virgin Islands
Continue on course through the picturesque islands 
– a sailor's dream. Commonly referred to as the BVIs, 
the British Virgin Islands are located among the entire 
Virgin Islands group. Spend time exploring uninhabited 
islands, white sand beaches, snorkelling, or catching 
some rays. Spend evenings enjoying breathtaking 

sunsets, fresh fish, and an island beach party.

Norman Island Visit
Discover this uninhabited gem, it offers lots of options 
to explore from its larger harbor, a protected anchorage 
area called "the Bight." Enjoy a visit to the caves just 
below the cliffs for excellent snorkelling opportunities, 
and keep an eye out for any long forgotten treasure 
– who knows what could have been left behind! If 
Norman Island could talk, it would be sure to tell 

stories of pirate legends.

Virgin Gorda
Soak up the sun and beautiful scenery on this visit to 
the gorgeous Virgin Gorda. Sail towards the island and 
dock at the the Bitter End, which was originally thought 
to be the last of the islands, hence the name. Step 
ashore to meet friendly locals and other sailors alike. 
Spend the day at leisure, enjoying the beach, or take a 
hike around the island for some stunning viewpoints. 
Visit the famous Baths, which are a collection of huge 
granite boulders with white sand beaches and secret 
rock pools. Encompassing the beaches and rocky 
shoreline at the southwestern tip of Virgin Gorda, the 
Baths is an untouched paradise that looks like you 

stepped right into a postcard!

Guana Island
Discover your own piece of Caribbean paradise on 
Guana Island. One of the few remaining privately 
owned islands in its part of the world, Guana consists 
of seven white powder-soft sand beaches and acres and 
acres of tropical forest, mountains, and hills. Settle in 
for a day of relaxation on the beach of your dreams or 

swim in the clearest blue waters imaginable for miles.

7 days
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Day 1 Granada
The adventure begins tonight. Feel free to explore 
before your welcome meeting, but make sure you’re 
back in time to meet the group. After introductions, 
your CEO will review the details of your tour. Please 
note that normal check-in times apply at our start 
hotels, but you can usually store your luggage for 
the day if you arrive early.

Days 2–3 Granada
Start with an orientation walk before free time to 
kayak through the nearby isletas in Lake Nicaragua, 
hike Mombacho Volcano, or sit in the main square 
watching life go by.

Orientation Walk
Enjoy a brief walk with your CEO. He/she will give 
you some tips on finding things like supermarkets, 
main squares, and ATMs. For more specif ic or 
in-depth information, an official guided tour is 
recommended.

Carte Blanche
There's plenty to see and do in Granada, and we 
wanted to make sure that you had some time to take 
it all in. Feel free to relax or try optional activities 
like hiking a volcano, visiting Laguna de Apoyo, and 
kayaking in Lake Nicaragua. 

Days 4 Granada/León
Travel to León with an orientation walk around 
town. Opt to visit Central America’s largest cathedral 
or explore León’s history-filled streets.

Orientation Walk
Take a brief walk of the historic center of León. 
Pass through the central park, the local market, and 
various historical churches.

Days 5 León
Relax on nearby beaches or admire the many 

political murals around town.

Ziplining
San Juan del Sur1h15m-1h30m (30USD per person)
There is one word for Da' Flying Frog. Amazing. Feel 
like you are in Tarzan’s back yard, especially in the 
rainy season. Enjoy the view of the valley and San Juan 
del Sur bay. Best of all there are two cables and an 
excellent crew for your safety.

Sunset Cruise
San Juan del Sur2h30m-3h (35USD per person)
Take a cruise along the Pacific coastline. As soon as you 
leave, the music starts and the bar is open with your 
choice of soft drink, beer, local rum— unlimited for the 
2 hr journey. Enjoy panoramic sunsets and keep you 
eyes open for local marine wildlife such as dolphins 
and whales. 

Night Fishing
San Juan del Sur4h-4h30m (35USD per person)
Try something new and go after some delightfully 
delicious pargo (snapper) while fishing under the stars 
and moonlight. The boat is equipped with submersible 
lights, full night lights and a soothing stereo system. 
Don’t forget your cold beers and friends.

Whale Watching and Dolphin Spotting Tour
San Juan del Sur3h30m-4h (40USD per person)
Humpback whales visit every year from January to late 
March or early April and are magnificent creatures 
to spot. Head out on a cruise to try to capture these 
beautiful animals, with your camera, of course. You may 
also see dolphins swimming nearby.

Days 11 San Juan del Sur/Granada
Following breakfast, return back to Hodge Creek Marina 
to disembark the boat around midday.

Days 6 León/Isla de Ometepe
Travel by bus and ferry to the stunning island of 
Ometepe in the middle of Lake Nicaragua. Take 
advantage of free time and opt to climb a volcano or 
visit the local swimming hole.

Cross Lake Nicaragua by ferry to arrive at Ometepe 
Island. The group will be split up amongst different 
families in the small community.

Try hiking Maderas Volcano, float in clear springs, relax 
and swim at the beach.

Pueblo Hotel Community Guesthouse Stay 
Stay with a local family by the lake in the small rural 
village of Los Angeles, on Ometepe Island. Your 
presence is supporting this community-owned and 
operated business. 

Days 7 San Juan del Sur/Granada
Free time to explore Ometepe. Opt to climb Volcano 
Concepción or Volcano Maderas, take a cultural tour, 
visit the beach at Santo Domingo, or visit el Ojo de 
Agua for a refreshing swim and lunch. You can also 
view pre-Columbian petroglyphs or the small museum 
of indigenous artifacts in Altagracia.

Days 8 Isla de Ometepe/San Juan del Sur
Travel to San Juan del Sur and get ready to experience 
this beach paradise.

Days 9-10 San Juan del Sur
After taking the ferry back across Lake Nicaragua to the 
San Juan del Sur

Essence of Nicaragua
Granada to Granada

12 days

From the colonial streets of Granada and 
León to the beauty of San Juan del Sur's 
horseshoe bay, discover the best of Nicaragua 
on this unique 12-day adventure. Encounter 
a nature-lover's paradise on Ometepe Island 
and see both dormant and active volcanoes 
amidst this country's stunning wilderness. 
Emerging from a long and turbulent history, 
Nicaragua is set to become the next big thing. 
Discover it before others do and come away 
with a greater understanding of both the 
volatile past and a passion for this country's 
vibrant modern culture.

GRANADA
OMETEPE ISLAND

SAN JUAN DEL SUR

LEON

Brochure Version One

Version One
The concept was about the underwater experience 
that brought another new world to the customer. 
It provided different layers of traveling feeling to 
the audience, similar to a shell that brought you a 
comfortable and luxuary tour.

Problem
The uncomfortable and complex inside pages 
design did not give a comfortable feeling at all when 
audience reading it. The stress created by reading 
the shape and the information at the same time.

Brochure Version One



First Version Of Brochure Inner Page 

An exclusive space to experience the soundless and excitement in a 
luxuriant adventure in the sea, under the water. Surrounded by the 
natural creatures,  sculptures, and witnessing the real-life history. The 
opportunity of owning a private island for days and circulated with 
unexpected surprised in the paradise.  

subaqueous breathing 

Living underwater in a personal shell

STEP 
OUTSIDE 
YOUR 

The journey aimed to disconnect 
the common known personality 
of yourself and to explore the 
other side. Challenging their own 
confidence in different adventures 
and doing unusual  th ings to 
suprise themselve. The idea of 
walking out of the comfort zone 
by 6 different steps to disconnect 
the oldself and refind their own 

6 STAGES OF EXPLORING THE WORLD

Out • Sider
Noun  — A person who does not belong to a 
particular organization or profession

“To an outsider the scene would have appeared 
normal”

SYNONYMS  — stranger, visitor, non-member, odd 
man out

≋ ∵ ּה ם ع ש
WATER SAND AIR ICE SPACE FIRE

WATER
Noun  — A colourless, transparent, odourless, 
liquid which forms the seas, lakes, rivers, and rain 
and is the basis of the fluids of living organisms.

≋ACROSS 
THE SEA 
AND 
BENEATH 
THE 
WATER

`

THROUGH
THE DESERT 
ACROSS THE 
SAND

AWOL Experise guides our guests to explore 
the limitation and to redefine the goal of their 
life. Experiencing the avant-garde travel that 
can inspire people to revision themselve. 
Disconnecting the present life and bringing the 
fresh and innovational lifestyle to everyone.

≋
≋

GRANADA
OMETEPE ISLAND

SAN JUAN DEL SUR

LEON

≋
Day 1 Granada
The adventure begins tonight. Feel free to explore before 
your welcome meeting, but make sure you’re back in 
time to meet the group.  

Days 2–3 Granada
Start with an orientation walk before free time to kayak 
through the nearby isletas in Lake Nicaragua, hike 
Mombacho Volcano.

Days 4 Granada & León
Travel to León with an orientation walk around town. Opt 
to visit Central America’s largest cathedral or explore 

León’s history-filled streets.

Days 5 León
Relax on nearby beaches or admire the many political 
murals around town.

Days 6 León/Isla de Ometepe
Travel by bus and ferry to the stunning island of Ometepe 
in the middle of Lake Nicaragua. Take advantage of 
free time and opt to climb a volcano or visit the local 
swimming hole.

Days 7 San Juan del Sur/Granada
Free time to explore Ometepe. Opt to climb Volcano 
Concepción or Volcano Maderas, take a cultural tour, 
visit the beach at Santo Domingo, or visit el Ojo de Agua 
for a refreshing swim.

Days 8 
Isla de Ometepe/San Juan del Sur
Travel to San Juan del Sur and get ready to experience 
this beach paradise.

Days 9-10 San Juan del Sur
S a n J u a n d e l  S u r 3 h3 0 m - 4h (4 0 U S D p e r p e r so n)
Humpback whales visit every year from January to late 
March or early April and are magnificent creatures to 
spot. Head 

Days 11 San Juan del Sur/Granada
Following breakfast, return back to Hodge Creek Marina 
to disembark the boat around midday.

Days 12 Departure Day

Essence of Nicaragua
Granada to Granada

12 days

From the colonial streets of Granada and León to the beauty of San Juan del Sur's 
horseshoe bay, discover the best of Nicaragua on this unique 12-day adventure. 
Encounter a nature-lover's paradise on Ometepe Island and see both dormant and 
active volcanoes amidst this country's stunning wilderness. Emerging from a long 
and turbulent history, Nicaragua is set to become the next big thing. Discover it 
before others do and come away with a greater understanding of both the volatile 
past and a passion for this country's vibrant modern culture.

T h e M u s e u m a i m s to d e m o n s t r a t e t h e i n t e r a c t i o n b e t w e e n a r t  a n d 
environmental science and form part of a complex reef structure for marine life 
to colonize and inhabit whilst increasing biomass on a grand scale. All of the 
sculptures are fixed to the seabed and made from specialized materials used to 
promote coral life. There are few ways to explore the museum, such as the Glass 
Bottom Boat, Scuba diving, Jungle Tour, Snorkeling in MUSA. Here are the three 
ways that could let you see the whole view:SALON MANCHONES

The best way to visit the sculptures 
in Salon Manchones is scuba 
diving, since the sculptures are 
located 8 meters deep.

SALON NIZUC
There are 3 ways to visit the 
sculptures in Salon Nizuc and 
spot different sculptures: you 
can snorkel, take the tour in the 
glass bottom or the jungle tour. 

SALON PUNTA SAM
T h e  b e s t  w a y  t o  v i s i t  t h e 
underwater sculptures in Punta 
Sam is snorkeling, since they 
are located 3.5 meters deep. 
You will only need the visor, a 
pair of fins and the snorkel!

MUSA (Underwater Museum of Art) 

Introduction Page
An opening for the concept about the six element, 
water, sand, air, light, ice, and fire. A page that 
include all the symbols and explanation for each. 
The brief content about all pages.

Concept Page
Each element included a spread as concept 
introduction pages. An idea statement that told the 
audience the overall tour theme and places to go. 

Problem on Typography
The overall typeface that used on the huge spread–
concept spread and the introduction spread–were 
too crowded and lack of order. The spacing between 
the front were not balance.  

Problem of the photography and layout
The inside spread with content about the tour 
detail and photography delivered a over amount 
of information. Content overlapping to each other 
proided multi-attraction to the audience to read.



Second Version of Brochure

Package

Structure
The concept was combining the six elements 
of traveling to a package, which made audience 
understand more on the brochure. Although a 
rectangular box could easily construct, the hexagon 
shape perfectly match with the features on each. 

Solution
In order to get a higher readbility, the design had  
to used another copywriting for better delivery for 
the message. I provided more space in the text 
kerning and leading. 

Problem
The original thouht was to intergret the six elements  
as icon on each side of the hexagon package. 
However, the mockup print gave a information 
overload feeling. It was too complicated for 
audience to understand the use of the six elements.

Exploration
By changing the content and structure of the design,  
I experience more on sketching, organization, and 
developing the suitable layout for the brochure. 


